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The Muslim world is not commonly associated with science fiction. Religion and repression have often been blamed for a perceived lack of
creativity, imagination and future-oriented thought. However, even the most authoritarian Muslim-majority countries have produced highly
imaginative accounts on one of the frontiers of knowledge: astrobiology, or the study of life in the universe. This book argues that the Islamic
tradition has been generally supportive of conceptions of extra-terrestrial life, and in this engaging account, Jörg Matthias Determann provides
a survey of Arabic, Bengali, Malay, Persian, Turkish, and Urdu texts and films, to show how scientists and artists in and from Muslim-majority
countries have been at the forefront of the exciting search. Determann takes us to little-known dimensions of Muslim culture and religion, such
as wildly popular adaptations of Star Wars and mysterious movements centred on UFOs. Repression is shown to have helped science fiction
more than hurt it, with censorship encouraging authors to disguise criticism of contemporary politics by setting plots in future times and on
distant planets. The book will be insightful for anyone looking to explore the science, culture and politics of the Muslim world and asks what the
discovery of extra-terrestrial life would mean for one of the greatest faiths.
This guide and reference work of all of the bestselling books, authors and genres since the beginning of the 20th century, provides an insight
into over 100 years of publishing and reading as well as taking us on a journey into the heart of the British imagination.
Excellent murder mystery! First an evening of celebrations at a hotel by two police officers, gunshot which claims one life which is first said to
be a suicide and then turns out to be a murder. The man killed was a known pimp, but who killed him? Why was he murdered? We invite you to
get glued to the book to know who was the "Aurat Farosh Ka Hatyara".
Islam, Science Fiction and Extraterrestrial Life
A Personal History
Poisoned Arrow
Chattanon Mein Aag
Iben Safi - Imran Series- Khauf Ka

Fiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. Translated from the Urdu by Shamsur Rahman Faruqi. The wealthy widow
Begum Irshad is being blackmailed by a mysterious foreigner. Crime reporter and freelance investigator Anwar is hired to
go undercover and find him out. Meanwhile, Captain Hameed and Colonel Faridi are trying to figure out why a mentally
deranged man who thinks he's an angel is being kept imprisoned in a five-story building. As bullets fly and the bodycount
rises, it begins to look as though both cases may be related to the ongoing feud between the tiny, monkey-faced killer
named Finch and the American arch-criminal Doctor Dread...
To the world Imran may appear to be a rich, handsome buffoon with his sports car, eccentric dress sense and bizarre
sense of humour—but in reality he possesses a razor-sharp mind, and the agility, strength and quick wits of the perfect
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spy. His colleagues at the secret service make fun of him, but little do they know that he is their mastermind chief X2—a
man who can defeat any enemy and solve all mysteries. Detective Imran is spy-novelist Ibn-e Safi’s greatest creation
and the bestselling Imran series are Urdu cult classics, translated into English for the first time. The House of Fear: Dead
bodies have been found in an abandoned house, each bearing three identical dagger marks, exactly five inches apart.
Who is behind these eerie murders? Only Imran can solve this mystery. The House of Fear is the first book in the Imran
series. Shootout at the Rocks: Colonel Zargham knows he is in grave danger when he receives a three-inch wooden
monkey in the mail. This is no ordinary threat, but a warning from the two-hundred-years-old Li Yu Ka, one of the world’s
deadliest gangs. The monkey will be followed by a wooden snake, and then a wooden rooster, after which the colonel will
be swiftly murdered. Only one man stands between Li Yu Ka and his death: genius sleuth, Ali Imran.
Fiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. Translated from the Urdu by Shamsur Rahman Faruqi. In an unnamed city
somewhere in Hindustan, a man is killed by a poisoned arrow outside a popular nightclub. The subsequent investigation,
led by the intrepid Colonel Faridi and his assistant, Captain Hameed, opens up a shadowy underworld network of pimps,
drug dealers, and foreign spies. But who is behind it all? The diminutive Goan named Finch? The beautiful yet
mysterious Tara Nayadu? Or the enigmatic American arch-criminal, Doctor Dread?
Bahurupiya Nawab
The Culture of Astrobiology in the Muslim World
Iben Safi - Kuen Ka Raaz
Smart Thinking
Fareedi Aur Leonard
Bahurupiya Nawab is the third book of Imran series. Though the plot is based on lust for money and property, but it has been weaved
in a great manner by Ibne Safi. This story is about the female heir of a Nawab family who is trapped and repeatedly duped by her own
uncle in his quest for richness.
Ziauddin Sardar questions the question mark that is always placed in front of Pakistan, Robin Yassin-Kassab asks why Pakistan has
not imploded, Taimur Khan breaks bread with the gangsters and bookies of Karachi, Muhammad Idrees Ahmad revisits Peshawar,
Mahvish Ahmad tracks down the separatist in Quetta, Ehsan Masood watches Pakistani television, Merryl Wyn Davies deconstructs
'imaginariums' of Pakistan, Aamer Hussein discusses Pakistani modern classic fiction, Bina Shah asks if there is boom in Pakistani
literature, Bilal Tanweer listens to 'Coke Studio', Muneeza Shamsie discovers the literary secrets of her family, Taymiya R. Zaman
overcomes her fear of talking about Pakistan, Ali Maraj assesses Imran Khan, Shazia Mirza tells rude jokes in Lahore, and a fake
novel by Ibn-e-Safi is spotted in Bahwalnagar. Plus a new translation of an old short story by A R Khatoon, a new story by Yasir Shah,
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poems by Ghalib, John Siddique and Zehra Nigah, Atia Jilani's Quranic art, photographs by Ayesha Malik, and 'Ten Things We Love
About Pakistan'. About Critical Muslim: A quarterly publication of ideas and issues showcasing groundbreaking thinking on Islam
and what it means to be a Muslim in a rapidly changing, interconnected world. Each edition centers on a discrete theme, and
contributions include reportage, academic analysis, cultural commentary, photography, poetry, and book reviews.
The beautiful Saeeda Rahman, a typist at the firm of James & Bartley, learns that her long-lost uncle has died in Jamaica and named
her as the sole inheritor of his huge estate. Suddenly all the city's richest young men are competing for her attention. But when she's
kidnapped during a scuffle at a popular restaurant, it's up to Colonel Faridi and Captain Hameed to find out who's responsible...
Welcome to Ibne Safi's Jasusi Dunya, an intricately demented world of larger-than-life villains, mad genius detectives, and beautiful
femmes fatales. With a huge cult following among readers in both India and Pakistan, this series spans 125 novels published between
1952 and 1979. They remain some of the bestselling books in Urdu even today.
Jahannum Ki Aapshara
Iben Safi
Imran Series
Imran series
Neele Parindey

Spanning A Range Of Topics-Print Culture And Oral Tales, Drama And Gender, Library Use And Publishing
History, Theatre And Audiences, Detective Fiction And Low-Caste Novels-This Book Will Appeal To Historians,
Cultural Theorists, Sociologists And All Interested In Understanding The Multiplicity Of India`S Cultural
Traditions And Literary Histories.
Leonard is a blackmailer of the first order, he can stoop to any levels and is not restricted to blackmail. He
commits other crimes including murder. The fast paced read offers you a very interesting story of how
Leonard goes on to commit crimes and how ultimately he falls in the trap of detective Faridi. Come and join
the game between Leonard and Faridi; we promise you would love it.
'Pakistan' tells the fascinating history of the country as seen through the eyes of one of its most famous sons,
Imran Khan.
Nakli Naak
India's Literary History
The First Muslim
Agents of Innocence: A Novel
Jasusi Dunia Series

“In The Lost Prince Michael Mewshaw sets down one of the most gripping stories of friendship
I’ve ever read.” —Daniel Menaker, author of My Mistake: A Memoir Pat Conroy was America’s poet
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laureate of family dysfunction. A larger–than–life character and the author of such classics as
The Prince of Tides and The Great Santini, Conroy was remembered by everybody for his energy,
his exuberance, and his self–lacerating humor. Michael Mewshaw’s The Lost Prince is an intimate
memoir of his friendship with Pat Conroy, one that involves their families and those days in
Rome when they were both young—when Conroy went from being a popular regional writer to an
international bestseller. Family snapshots beautifully illustrate that time. Shortly before his
forty–ninth birthday, Conroy telephoned Mewshaw to ask a terrible favor. With great reluctance,
Mewshaw did as he was asked—and never saw Pat Conroy again. Although they never managed to
reconcile their differences completely, Conroy later urged Mewshaw to write about “me and you
and what happened . . . i know it would cause much pain to both of us. but here is what that
story has that none of your others have.” The Lost Prince is Mewshaw’s fulfillment of a promise.
A "superlative spy novel" (New York Times) by the author of the bestselling espionage thrillers
Body of Lies and The Director. Agents of Innocence is the book that established David Ignatius's
reputation as a master of the novel of contemporary espionage. Into the treacherous world of
shifting alliances and arcane subterfuge comes idealistic CIA man Tom Rogers. Posted in Beirut
to penetrate the PLO and recruit a high-level operative, he soon learns the heavy price of
innocence in a time and place that has no use for it.
This second edition is a practical step-by-step guide to improving skills in analysis, critical
thinking, and the effective communication of arguments and explanations.
Iben Safi - Imran Series- Khaunak Imarat
A Novel
Pakistan
Maut Ke Saudagar
The Story of Muhammad

Nothing provided
What does it mean to be a Pakistani? Can it mean more than one thing? And what do others think it means? Ziauddin
Sardar explores what makes a Pakistani, and whether it's something one wants or ought to be. Reflecting on his culture
and heritage through tales of the Pakistanis in his life, A Person of Pakistani Origins is a whirlwind tour of dueling poets,
Bollywood films, a bookish auntie who harbors feminist urges, and a vanishing uncle who reappears miles away.
Thoughtful and generously laced with humor, this book delves deep into Pakistan's eclectic culture, and the humble
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insanity of everyday life for a person of Pakistani origins. Sardar richly celebrates the importance of where we come from,
and of who we become.
To the world Imran may appear to be a rich, handsome buffoon with his sports car,eccentric dress sense and bizarre
sense of humour-but in reality he possesses a razor-sharp mind,and the agility, strength and quick wits of the perfect spy.
His colleagues at the secret service makefun of him, but little do they know that he is their mastermind chief X2-a man
who can defeat anyenemy and solve all mysteries. Detective Imran is spy-novelist Ibn-e Safi s greatest creation and
thebestselling Imran series are Urdu cult classics, translated into English for the first time. The House of Fear: Dead
bodies have been found in an abandoned house, each bearing threeidentical dagger marks, exactly five inches apart.
Who is behind these eerie murders? Only Imrancan solve this mystery. The House of Fear is the first book in the Imran
series. Shootout at the Rocks: Colonel Zargham knows he is in grave danger when he receives a three-inchwooden
monkey in the mail. This is no ordinary threat, but a warning from the two-hundred-yearsoldLi Yu Ka, one of the world s
deadliest gangs. The monkey will be followed by a wooden snake,and then a wooden rooster, after which the colonel will
be swiftly murdered. Only one man standsbetween Li Yu Ka and his death: genius sleuth, Ali Imran.
A Person of Pakistani Origins
Iben Safi - Imran Series- Neele Parindey
Bestsellers: Popular Fiction since 1900
IS 23
Tijori Ka Rahasya
"Lisa Gray explodes onto the literary stage with this taut, edge-of-the-seat thriller, and her headstrong protagonist, Jessica Shaw,
reminiscent of Lee Child's Jack Reacher, delivers a serious punch." --Robert Dugoni, New York Times bestselling author She
investigates missing persons--now she is one. Private investigator Jessica Shaw is used to getting anonymous tips. But after receiving
a photo of a three-year-old kidnapped from Los Angeles twenty-five years ago, Jessica is stunned to recognize the little girl as herself.
Eager for answers, Jessica heads to LA's dark underbelly. When she learns that her biological mother was killed the night she was
abducted, Jessica's determined to solve a case the police have forgotten. Meanwhile, veteran LAPD detective Jason Pryce is in the
midst of a gruesome investigation into a murdered college student moonlighting as a prostitute. A chance encounter leads to them
crossing paths, but Jessica soon realizes that Pryce is hiding something about her father's checkered history and her mother's death.
To solve her mother's murder and her own disappearance, Jessica must dig into the past and find the secrets buried there. But the air
gets thinner as she crawls closer to the truth, and it's getting harder and harder to breathe.
Diler Mujrim is the story of lust for money and taking the route of crime to fulfill the craving for the currency. How a close relative of an
ailing Nawab, Salim, goes on to murder to grab the booty. The other angle of the story arises when the original son of the Nawab, who
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was sent to a family friend when he was very young, comes to know of his father; Salim tries to get rid of the son of the Nawab too who
was the original claimant of the property. Read to know how Salim fails in his attempt and gets trapped in his own web.
Have you ever heard of a burglar who breaks the safe, but never takes away the booty? Puzzled you are? Then you must read 'Tijori
Ka Rajasya' by Ibne Safi. This is the story of a criminal who uses secrets for his good. Read on know how Faridi uses criminal tactics
and ways to get hold of this very notorious criminal.
Thin Air
The Lost Prince
A Search for Pat Conroy
Diler Mujrim
Smokewater
One after another dead bodies are found in the jungle which sends everyone in a tizzy. A question of whodunit
arises on the face of everyone. Read the fast paced book to know how the serial murder mystery is solved.
Fiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. Translated from the Urdu by Shamsur Rahman Faruqi. The beautiful
Saeeda Rahman, a typist at the firm of James & Bartley, learns that her long-lost uncle has died in Jamaica and
named her as the sole inheritor of his huge estate. Suddenly all the city's richest young men are competing for
her attention. But when she's kidnapped during a scuffle at a popular restaurant, it's up to Colonel Faridi and
Captain Hameed to find out who's responsible...
His dream was to build magnificent steamboats to ply the rivers of the American frontier. But when Jean Talon
began his journey westward, he stumbled upon a deadly conspiracy involving a young woman’s search to find
her missing brother, and a ruthless band of renegades. Led by the brazen Baron Torville, this makeshift army
of opportunists is plotting a violent takeover of the Louisiana Territory. Jean swears to find a way to stop this
daring plan. If he doesn’t, it will not only put an end to all his dreams; it will change the course of history—and
destroy the promise of the American frontier.
Doctor Dread
Essays on the Nineteenth Century
Rivers West
The Laughing Corpse
Skills for Critical Understanding and Writing

Fiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. Translated from the Urdu by Shamsur Rahman Faruqi. Prominent
industrialist Sir Fayyaz Ahmad disappears en route to his vacation home, and returns several days later in a
strange delusional state. His granddaughter, the young and beautiful Shakila, approaches Colonel Faridi and
Captain Hameed for help. The investigation leads the two detectives through the corrupt, twisted world of the
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super-rich—their stately mansions, white yachts, and platinum mines—and smack into the middle of a deadly
game being played by the notorious American criminal Doctor Dread.
The extraordinary life of the man who founded Islam, and the world he inhabited—and remade. Lesley Hazleton's
new book, Agnostic: A Spirited Manifesto, is out now from Riverhead Books. Muhammad’s was a life of almost
unparalleled historical importance; yet for all the iconic power of his name, the intensely dramatic story of the
prophet of Islam is not well known. In The First Muslim, Lesley Hazleton brings him vibrantly to life. Drawing on
early eyewitness sources and on history, politics, religion, and psychology, she renders him as a man in full, in
all his complexity and vitality. Hazleton’s account follows the arc of Muhammad’s rise from powerlessness to
power, from anonymity to renown, from insignificance to lasting significance. How did a child shunted to the
margins end up revolutionizing his world? How did a merchant come to challenge the established order with a
new vision of social justice? How did the pariah hounded out of Mecca turn exile into a new and victorious
beginning? How did the outsider become the ultimate insider? Impeccably researched and thrillingly readable,
Hazleton’s narrative creates vivid insight into a man navigating between idealism and pragmatism, faith and
politics, nonviolence and violence, rejection and acclaim. The First Muslim illuminates not only an immensely
significant figure but his lastingly relevant legacy.
Aurat Farosh Ka Hatyara
Jungle Mein Lash
Iben Safi - Imran Series- Saapon Ke
Critical Muslim 4
Chaalbaaz Boodha
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